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Opto Engineering® THE TELECENTRIC COMPANY, has evolved through the years, 

releasing hundreds of new, diverse products and developing multiple areas of expertise. 

Today we can say that we specialize in OPTICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES. 

Our focus is to build and provide every component needed to solve imaging applications: 

starting from our know-how in optics and competence in lighting, we can supply 

the best combination of tools available on the machine vision market.

For all of these reasons, Opto Engineering® has become the partner of choice 

in high-end optical applications for many of the major machine vision companies worldwide.  

Opto Engineering®, OPTICAL IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES.
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Discover our 
                  New products!



OPTICS

LIGHTING

TC CORE PLUS series are large FOV telecentric lenses 
for area scan cameras, specifically designed for the 
latest generation 1/1.8” and 2/3” CMOS sensors. Their 
opto-mechanical design is ideal to measure large 
objects in a reduced space. The length and working 
distance of a telecentric lens strongly impact the size 

LTCLHP CORE PLUS telecentric illuminators are 
designed to illuminate large areas in a reduced space. 
They are up to 40% shorter than other telecentric 
lights on the market. The length and working distance 
of a telecentric lens strongly impact the size of a 
vision system. Their working distance range has been 
optimized to make a measurement system as compact 

Dynamic industrial inspections need advanced 
technology to maintain focus in challenging 
applications. Adjusting the focus of a camera on a 
robot arm, or tracking items across the field of view, are 
common examples where active focusing is required.

Versatility is the key word in many machine vision 
applications: the new TCZRS series from Opto-
Engineering® combines the unique features of a 
telecentric lens with the versatility of a zoom lens. 
The revolver mechanism combined with a new stepper 

The new series of factory automation use fixed focal 
lenses EN2MP & EN5MP are designed for a wide 
range of applications.  With their stable quality, your 
system would be consistent and robust. The high 
quality to price ratio of EN2MP & EN5MP series, 
allows simple vision tasks to be achieved easily 

Ultra compact large FOV telecentric lenses, TC CORE PLUS series • NEW

Space-saving telecentric illuminators for large FOV systems, LTCLHP CORE PLUS series • NEW

Adaptive lens for fast focusing, AO series  • NEW

8x bi-telecentric zoom lenses with motorized control, TCZRS series • NEW

High quality cost ratio fixed focal lenses, EN2MP & EN5MP series • NEW

of a vision system. This is especially critical when a 
large FOV telecentric lens is used with a telecentric 
illuminator, as the overall system dimensions are 
doubled. For this reason, the working distance of TC 
CORE PLUS lenses has been optimized to make a 
measurement system as compact as possible.

as possible, allowing to reduce the overall system’s 
dimensions by up to up to half. The super compact 
form factor allows you to easily integrate CORE PLUS 
collimated illumination where classic telecentric 
lights don’t fit instead of common diffuse backlights, 
thus improving your system’s performance.

For this reason, Opto Engineering® has developed a 
small plug-and-play focusing lens with embedded 
optics and electronics. Adjusting focus on the fly has 
never been so easy.

motor guarantees superior optical performances, 
fast magnification changes and silent operations. 
Moreover, the specifically tailored design allows to 
plug the new TCZRS without dedicated clamping 
mechanics for maximum versatility.

and efficiently. With many years of experience in 
the machine vision industry, Opto Engineering® can 
provide bundle solutions including a suitable lens, 
camera and illuminator that are optimized for your 
specific application requirements.
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LIGHTING

LT2BC series are high intensity LED backlights 
designed to provide exceptional illumination 
performances and excellent uniformity in a compact 
design (only 26 mm thickness). All LT2BC models 
feature a test report with measured uniformity. Their 
robust design featuring M8 connector and scratch 

Opto Engineering® range of LED strobe controllers 
now includes LTDVE8CH-20 and LTDVE4CH-20 with 
Ethernet and RS485 interfaces featuring respectively 
eight and four output channels driving lights with 
currents up to 20A (pulsed) and 2A (continuous). 

LTLNE series are LED line illuminators designed for linescan applications that require high speed image 
processing such as transparent films or glass inspection and detection of dents on metal sheets. 
LTLNE series feature a 300mm active area and are available in three opto-mechanical versions 
(basic configuration with condensing lens, as coaxial line lights or integrating a 45° mirror) and two cooling 
options (passive or fan cooling). LTLNE are supplied with different light angles/focusing distances:

• near field (10 - 100 mm) or far field (100 - 200 mm) focused with converging rays
• collimated working at a distance between 10 and 200 mm.

An optional diffusive sheet can be integrated in any model to obtain the best illumination uniformity. 
Custom sizes and colors upon request.

LTLNM series are high power LED line illuminators designed for linescan applications such as 
fabrics and web inspection. These lights are flicker-free to ensure very constant illumination 
and repeatable acquisition in demanding applications with reduced exposure times (tens of us). 
LTLNM can be easily dimmed through an analogue signal, feature an enable PIN and fans 
to dissipate the generated heat.
LTLNM are available with an emitting surface up 2 meters in 200 mm increments and are supplied 
with different light angles/focusing distances:

• near field (10 - 100 mm) or far field (100 - 200 mm) focused with converging rays
• collimated working at a distance between 10 and 200 mm.

An optional diffusive sheet can be integrated in any model to obtain the best illumination uniformity. 
Custom sizes and colors upon request.

High uniformity continuous LED backlights • NEW

8 and 4 channels LED strobe controllers with max pulsed current of 20A • NEW

High power enhanced LED line lights • NEW

Flicker free high power focused modular LED line lights • NEW

resistant protective cover is conceived for demanding 
industrial automation environments and to provide 
you a great choice of sizes, colors and aspect ratios 
for many diverse applications (from 4:3 to 16:9 and 
bar lights).

These controllers accurately set current intensity, pulse 
duration and delay of LED illuminators, offer filtering 
options for trigger signals and easily synchronize 
the strobe pulses with the camera exposure to meet 
today’s machine vision high speed demands.
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CAMERAS

SOFTWARE

AI VISION UNITS

Whether the application is industrial automation, wide 
area inspection, high-detailed metrology or large 
area surveillance, Opto Engineering® focuses on the 
highest resolution possible to give you the best image 
quality. Using the latest high resolution sensors, 

Together with optics, lighting, and cameras, software 
is a critical step in developing a vision system. 
Software is essential to correct, process, and analyze 
images, ensuring that the output of a vision system 
satisfies the inspection requirements. With a low-
level programming approach, e.g. C++ combined with 
machine vision dedicated libraries, you can have 
total freedom. But, it requires a highly skilled and 

For some applications, the usual programming 
approach just doesn’t work. Golden reference and 
perfectly repeatable conditions are necessary. 
Algorithms require intensive fine-tuning and lots of 
attempts. Thanks to Opto Engineering® PENSO®, the 
Artificial Intelligence based vision unit, the problem is 
solved! PENSO® is designed to work on unpredictable 
variations and defects, as well as on objects difficult to 
model or without a golden reference. 

High Resolution Cameras for the best image quality • NEW

Creating your own Vision Application has never been easier: 
FabImage Studio and Libraries • NEW

Artificial Intelligence works where all the others fail: PENSO®, AI based vision unit • NEW

these ruggedized cameras allow for outstanding 
performance under harsh conditions. Additional 
features include pixel correction, flat-field correction, 
white balancing and more. Combined with our large 
format optics, you have a winning solution!

dedicated resource. That’s why Opto Engineering® 
FABIMAGE STUDIO is the perfect solution for software 
development! FABIMAGE STUDIO is a software tool 
for machine vision engineers that will assist you in 
creating your application. It  follows a natural logic 
flow - from input to output - combined with one of 
the most powerful libraries in the market, with 1000+ 
functions.

As a human operator would do after observing 
some samples, PENSO® understands what will be 
considered normal and acceptable. Since neither 
modeling nor programming is needed, with just some 
elementary configuration tools you can immediately 
understand if an application is feasible or not with 
just some elementary configuration tools and really 
save a lot of time. 
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